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ABSTRACT

The nonlinear response characteristics of a tethered/moored spar platform in regular and irregular waves are investigat
ed. A series of experiments with a 1:55 scale model was conducted in the OTRC three-dimensional deepwater model basin to
observe the motion characteristics of this kind of platform in both survival and operational conditions with and without cur
rents and winds. The spar model presently used is relatively small compared to the large spar studied in Ran et al. (1995).
The small spar was supported by a vertical tether and 6 spread mooring lines. In parallel with this experimental program, a
time-domain coupled nonlinear motion analysis computer program was developed to solve both the static and dynamic
behaviors of a moored compliant platform as an integrated system. In particular, an efficient global-coordinate-based
dynamic finite element program was developed to simulate the nonlinear tether/mooring responses. This program was suc
cessfully coupled with previously developed time-domain hull motion programs by imposing adequate boundary conditions
at the attachment points. Using this program, coupled dynamic analysis results are obtained, and they are compared with
uncoupled analysis results to see the effects of tethers and mooring lines on hull motions and vice versa. The numerical
results are also compared with the large-scale experiments.

INTRODUCTION

The spar is a new, cost-effective platform concept that seems
ideal for the development of remote, marginal oilfields. It is a
deep-draft, hollow-cylindrical vessel that can support drilling and
production equipment and store a substantial amount of oil in its
hull (Glanville et a!., 1991). Its deep draft gives it excellent
motion characteristics even in the most severe sea states, which

has been proved through model tests and field observation.
Recently, a Joint Industry Project (JIP) was conducted in the

three-dimensional model basin of the Offshore Technology
Research Center at Texas A&M University for the experimental
study of two representative spars: a relatively large (diameter =

40.5m, draft = 198.2m) hollow spar with spread mooring system
and a relatively slender spar (diameter = 16m, draft = 135m) with
a tether and spread mooring system. In both cases, it was
observed that slowly varying surge and pitch motions were much
greater than responses at incident wave frequencies, which

implies that the linear wave-body interaction theory alone may
result in gross error. In this regard, a time-domain motion simula
tion program including second-order wave forces and viscous

and wave drift damping was developed, and its numerical results
for the large spar were shown to compare favorably with the JIP
experiments. The relevant theory and comparison were summa

rized in Ran et al. (1995). Additional results for this large spar
using alternative methods were also presented in Mekha et al.
(1995) and Cao and Zhang (1996).

In this paper, the responses of a small tethered spar in regular
and irregular waves are investigated based on a similar time

domain simulation method. For a tethered small spar, however,
hull-tether coupling effects or mooring line damping (Webster,
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1995) may play an important role; therefore, they need to be care
fully investigated. Recently, we developed a very efficient teth
er/mooring dynamics numerical model based on a global-coordi
nate-based finite element method (FEM) originally introduced by
Garrett (1982). This FEM program was also successfully coupled
with the hull dynamics program by imposing adequate boundary
conditions at the attachment points. The fluid forces on the tether

and mooring lines were calculated using the Morison equation,
where the nonlinear drag force proportional to the relative veloci

ty squared can contribute as both exciting and damping forces.
These kinds of dynamic effects of tethers are not considered in

conventional uncoupled analyses, where hull responses are solved

treating tether and mooring lines as massless springs, and
tether/mooring line dynamics are subsequently solved by impos
ing prescribed top motions. The accuracy of this kind of uncou
pled analysis has not been thoroughly assessed due to lack of

benchmark hull-mooring coupled analysis results. The coupling
effects of tethers on the hull responses are not clearly understood
and further investigation is needed. Here, some of those coupled
dynamic analysis results for the aforementioned thin tethered spar
are presented.

For the present time-domain analysis, the first-order wave
forces, added mass and radiation (or wave) damping, and the sec
ond-order mean and difference-frequency forces were computed
from a higher-order boundary element method (HOBEM) in the
frequency domain, as described in detail in Liu et al. (1995). The

two-term Volterra series model was then adopted for the genera
tion of the time series of first- and second-order wave loads and

wave-drift damping in irregular waves. The surge wave drift
damping was calculated from the modified drift gradient method
as suggested by Clark et al. (1993). In irregular waves, only the
diagonal terms of the surge wave drift damping matrix were used
as the surge natural frequency is actually very small. A similar
approximation with regard to low-frequency wave excitations was
also suggested by Newman (1974). The drag force on the hull
was calculated from the Morison formula assuming that it is pro
portional to the relative velocity squared. The drag force was inte
grated up to the instantaneous free surface at time-varying posi-


